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Dickson and Dieudonne have shown in [ 1, 51 that the projective symplectic 
groups over a field contains more than three elements is simple. Attempts 
at integral analogs of this theorem have been quite successful. In 1963, 
Klingenberg [6] showed that the symplectic group of a unimodular alternating 
module over a nondyadic local domain has the congruence subgroup 
property, i.e., every normal subgroup is a congruence subgroup in the 
usual sense mod the ideals of the underlying domain. Klingenberg’s work 
has been further extended in [3, 4, 71 by re axing 1 the restrictions on the 
alternating forms and on the underlying domain. In 1967, Bass, Milnor, 
and Serre [2] effected a significant generalization to the integers of a global 
field. By using high power tools in class field theory, they were able to show 
that the symplectic group of a unimodular module with rank 24 has the 
congruence subgroup property. In this paper, we are going to generalize 
the above result to a nondyadic principal ideal domain and by dropping 
the assumption of unimodularity we will provide a more constructive method 
to classify all the normal subgroups of a symplectic group. We are able 
to show that a subgroup of a symplectic group is a normal subgroup if 
and only if it is a congruence subgroup in the sense of tableau which is a 
matrix of ideals of the underlying domain, i.e., the symplectic group has 
general congruence subgroup property. In addition to the main theorem 
we also include generation theorems of congruence subgroups and relations 
among congruence subgroups, and we also determine the structure of the 
factor groups of two congruence subgroups of the same order. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper D will be a nondyadic (i.e., 2 is a unit) principal 
ideal domain which contains more than three units. Let D be the multi- 
plicative group of all units of D and F be the quotient field of D. I f  S is a 
subset of F, the fractional ideal generated by S is denoted by [S]. I f  S is a 
singleton {a} we use [a] or aD instead of [{a}]. For any two nonzero elements 
a, b of F we define 
(a:b) ={c~D1bc~aD} 
and [a]-’ = (I : CZ). 
A lattice L is a free D-module of finite rank, endowed with a nondegenerate 
alternating bilinear form. Thus there is a bilinear mapping of L x L into D, 
denoted by (x, y) --f xy such that xy = -yx for all x, y  in L (whence x2 = 0 
for all x in L) and such that XL = 0 implies x = 0. Let {x1 ,..., xn} be a 
basis of L. Then the determinant of the n x n matrix xixj mod D2 is called 
the discriminant of L. L is called z&modular if the discriminant is a unit. 
A vector x in L is called maximal if x = uy for some y  in L implies a is a 
unit. 
I f  X is a subset of a lattice L then (X) is the submodule of L spanned 
by X and X0 is the submodule of L consisting of those vectors y  orthogonal 
to X i.e., yx = 0 for all x in X. A sublattice M of L is said to split L if L = 
M 1 MO, where J- means orthogonal sum. 
If X and Y are nonempty subsets of L we use XY to denote the ideal 
of D generated by all xy where x is in X and y  in Y. 
Let s be in D. A lattice L is called s-modular if L is unimodular with respect 
to the new alternating form x 0 y  = s-l(xy) for all x, y  in L. 
Let L have a splitting 
L =L, IL, I ... IL,. (1.1) 
Such a splitting is called a canonical splitting if 
(i) Li are s,-modulars for all Li in (1.1) and for some si in D, 
(ii) si’s satisfy the following conditions. 
hl~ b21 *-. ’ [%I (1.2) 
(1 always means proper containment). 
A canonical basis for L is a basis {x1 ,. .., x,> with the properties: 
72 is even, and 
if i < j then xixj # 0 if and only if 
i=2K-landj=2Kforsomel<K<n/2. 
(1.3) 
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THEOREM 1.1. L has a cunonicaZ basis. 
Before proving this theorem, let us establish two lemmas. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let x, y  be elements of L. I f  [xy] = XL = yL then (x, y) 
splits L. 
Proof. Let FL=(Fx+Fy)lM and Ll=Dx$DyIMnL. We 
claim that L = L1. It suffices to show that L CLl. Let z be an element 
of L. Write z = bx + cy + w, where b, c are in F and w is in M. We know 
XX, yz are both in [xy], it implies b and c are in D. So w = x - bx - cy 
is in M n L. 
LEMMA 1.3. There exist elements x, y  in L such that XL = yL = [xy]. 
Proof. Let xi be a nonzero element in L. Since D is a principal ideal 
domain, there exists a nonzero element xa in L such that [x1x2] = x,L. 
Inductively we can find x, , xq ,..., in L such that [xixi+J = xzL. These 
provide an ascending chain of ideals in D, namely, 
[x1x2] c [x2x3] c ... [x,x,+J c . . . . 
D is a principal ideal domain, so there exists n such that 
[ %%+I1 = L%+l > %+zl = ...- 
We let x = x, and y  = x,+r . Then XL = yL = [xy]. Q.E.D. 
Proof of 1.1. By Lemma 1.2, 1.3, and induction on the rank of L, there 
exist elements xi , yi ,..., x, , ym in L such that 
L = (x1 ,Yl> J- *.. J- (.2., ,Y,> (1.4) 
and xiyi # 0 for all i. Let si be an element in D such that the idealLL = [s,]. 
From the definition of LL and (1, 3), 
~1 = b,x,y, + ... + bnxny, for some bi in D. 
Let ur = xi + ... + x, and q = b,y, + ... + b,y, , we have u,L = 
v,L = [sr] = LL. Therefore (U r , q) 1. (ur , vJ” = L. Inductively we 
obtain ui , vr ,..., u, , v, such that 
and 
L = (Ul , s> 1. -** I <% 7 %> 
[up11 c [u#q c ... c [u,v,]. Q.E.D. 
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The following modular component theorem can be shown similar to 
[3, 1.51. 
THEOREM 1.4. Let M be a modular sublattice of L. Then M splits L ;f 
and only if MM = ML. 
Let a be a nonzero element of D and M a submodule of L. We define 
111” = {x in M: xM C [a]}. 
I f  L has canonical splitting -(l, l), (1,2) then 
Also 
La = 1 (a : s&. 
1<i<t 
LaLa = [a] if and only if a = si 
(1.5) 
U-6) 
for some i. Similar to [3, 1.11, one can show the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.5. Let L be a lattice with a canonical splitting (1.1) and (1.2). 
Then the quantities t, si , and ni = rank Li for i = 1 ,.. ., t are invariants of L. 
Throughout the rest of the paper we shall be working with a lattice L 
which has a canonical splitting (1.1) and (1.2). Whenever the symbols 
t, si , ni appear, they will be the invariants of L given in 1.5 unless stated 
otherwise explicitly. We also assume that ni >, 6 for all i = l,..., t. 
2. INVARIANT LATTICE 
We use Sip(L) to denote the symplectic group of L, i.e., the set of all 
automorphism u of L with OX . uy = x * y  for all x, y  in L. 
A D-submodule M of L is called an invariant lattice if uM = M for all (T 
in Sp(L). We shall determine and characterize all the invariant lattices of L 
in this section. 
A maximal vector is said to be pure if it is contained in some canonical 
basis of L. A pure vector x is said to be pure of type i or i-pure if XL = [si]. 
Given two maximal vectors x, y, does there exist an element in Sp(L) 
which carries x to y  ? The answer to the above question is usually called 
the Witt theorem. We are going to prove a special case of Witt theorem 
on two pure vectors (see (2.1)). M ore explicitly we are going to show that 
if X, y  are two pure vectors in L then there exists o in Sp(L) such that 0% = y. 
Then we will determine all invariant lattices by applying Witt theorem. 
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In order to prove the Witt theorem, we have to introduce a special type 
of isometries called transvections of which one can think as those have 
elementary matrices when represented as matrices. We also need to introduce 
an invariant factor stable range of the underlying domain D. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 can be generalized to any integral domain 
with finite stable range, of course with some restriction on the ranks of L 
and Li for all i. 
Let w be in L and h in F. The mapping ‘T~,~ which carries x to x + X(wx)w 
for all x in L is called a transvection. T,,~ is called pure of type i or an i-transvec- 
tion if w is i-pure. It is easy to check that the i-transvection Q-,,~ is in Sp(L) 
if and only if Asi is in D or h is in (1 : sJ. 
Let z = (a, ,..., a,) be an element of Dr. 01 is called unimodular (in D’) 
if x a,D = D. Let s > 1; we say s defines a stable range for D if, for all 
Y  > s, given z = (a, ,..., a,) unimodular in D’, there exist b, ,..., b,-, in D 
such that (ur + bra, ,..., a,-, + b,-iar) is unimodular in Dr-l. It is a well- 
known fact that the stable range of the principal ideal domain D is 2. From 
now on, the condition rank Li > 6 for all i is in force. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let x and y be two i-pure vectors in L. Then there exists u 
in Sp(L) such that m(x) = y. 
Proof. We divide the proof into two steps. 
Step 1. Suppose xy = asi where a is a unit. Then T~-~,-~-+;I is in 
Sp(L) and it carries x toy. 
Step 2. Suppose [xy] ,C [sJ, we try to find some i-pure vector x in L 
such that [XZ] = [sJ = [ye]. Then by applying Step 1 twice, the result 
will follow. Let us show the assertion. 
Choose a canonical splitting L = L, 1 .*. 1 Lt such that x is contained 
in L, . Put xi = x and choose xa in Li such that M = (x1 , xa) splits Li . 
Write 
Y = c CY~ + ~1 -I- ~~34 + a3x3 + a4x4 + C bjyj , 
i<i j>i 
where x 3 , x4 are mutually orthogonal maximal vectors in Li n MO and yj 
is a maximal vector in Lj for allj # i. We can obtain this because dim Li > 6. 
Since the stable range of D is 2, there exist elk’, /3%‘, czj , pj , K = 1, 2, j < i. 
a3’ = a3 + al’al 3 a2’a2 + C ffici , 
j<i 
a4’ = a4 + A’Q1 + B2’a2 + C PA , 
jii 
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such that the greatest common divisor of the ai’s and ci’s equals that of 
ua’ and a,‘. Put 
Xl’ = x1 - ciy1’x3 - /31’X4 , a,’ = a, ) 
x2’ = x2 - cd2’x3 - B2’x4 , a2’ = a2 , 
X3’ = x3 , 
X4’ = x4 , 
yj’ = yj - cxjx3 -  &x4 ,  cj’ = cj for all j < i. 
Then y = Cj.,$ cj’yj + &i ai’xi’ + Ci,< 6,y, where {xi’} have the same 
properties as {xi}. Now there exists some w in (L, J- L, ... J- L,-l 1 
(xi’, x2’))” such that 
w ag‘xs’ + a4’x4’ + C bjyi = si , 
Oi 
choose z = x2’ + (1 + a,‘)~. It is easy to see that .z is an i-pure vector 
with [zxJ = [si] = [zy]. Th ere ore f there is an isometry which will carry 
x1’ toy. Since [x1x2] = [x1’x2] = [s& th ere is an isometry which will carry x 
to xll. Thus there is an isometry which will carry x to y. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.2. If  an invariant lattice contains an i-pure vector, then it 
contains LSi. 
Proof. Suppose the invariant lattice M contains an i-pure vector. By 
Theorem 2.1, M contains all the i-pure vectors. Let x be a vector in L which 
is not i-pure in L. Then there exists an i-pure vector y in L such that x + y 
is i-pure. Hence x is in M. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.3. If  M is an invariant module, there are ideals g, ,..., g, 
such that 
M = g,LSi + g,LS2 + ... + g,LSt, 
where the ideals g, ,. .., g, are uniquely determined and are given by 
(2.1) 
gj = s,‘(ML”q j = l,..., t. (2.2) 
IfL =L, 1 **. LL, is an arbitrary canonical splitting, then 
M =g,L, Ig,L, ... IgJ,> (2.3) 
and 
gi(si : sj) Cg, for all i and j. (2.4) 
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Proof. Similar to [3, 2.31. 
Remark. Since the ideals g, ,..., gt characterize M completely, we shall 
often write ill = (g, ,..., gt). Notice that it follows from the theorem that a 
nonzero invariant module contains a nonzero vector from every line of FL. 
I f  X is a nonempty subset of L, we denote by Z(X) the smallest invariant 
module containing X. It is the intersection of all invariant modules containing 
X and is also given as the set of all finite sums. 
Z(X) = /c api 1 ai in D, “i in Sp(L), xi in XI . (2.5) 
We note that ZZ(X) = Z(X). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let X be a subset of L and let gj = a;‘(XLsj) for j = I,..., t. 
Then 
Z(X) = (g, ,...,gt). (2.6) 
Proof. It is easy to see that gj = s;‘(Z(X)Lsi) for j = l,..., t. Hence the 
lemma follows from Theorem 2.3. Q.E.D. 
3. ORDERS AND TABLEAU 
Let 6 be &l and 6, (or simply 6) be the mapping which carries x to 6x 
for all x in L. For each u in Sp(L), we define the i-order of u, ~~(a), for all 
i = l,..., t, as follows. 
Oi(“) = (-) Z((a - S,)LQ). (3.1) 
a=,1 
oi(u) is an invariant module which is contained in LQ. By Section 2, we 
may write oi(u) = (Oil(U),.**, Oit(u)) where oij(u) can be obtained from 
Corollary 2.2 and satisfies the condition (2.4). We define the order of u, 
O(U), to be the function which assigns to each ordered pair of integers (i, j), 
1 < i, j < k, the ideal of Oii(u). 
Let B = {xi> be a canonical basis of L where xi is an i’-pure vector. For 
any u in Sp(L), we use J&‘~(u) (or A’(u) if B is clear from the content) to 
denote the matrix representation of u with respect to the basis B. Suppose 
AB(u) = (aif). Then u(xJ = cb, aiixi for all j. The following set of 
generators of oij(u) which are multiples of entries of A%‘~(u) is very useful. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let a be in Sp(L). Then s~o,,~(u) is generated by the set 
((su : Sj’)(S” : s,,) si’aii for i # j and (s, : si,)(sy : s,,)(at - 1) for all i). 
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Proof. Letx=brxt+...+t ,xn in L. We claim that (6,~~: i = l,..., rzj 
is a set of generators for l(x). For each fixed odd i, T~*J(.Y) - .r = bi++ 
in Z(X). Since xi and xi+]. are pure of the same type, by Theorem 2.1, there 
exists 5 in Sp(L) such that [(xi) = xi+r and hence bi+rq+r is in Z(X). Similarly 
one can show that ba-Ixi-, is in Z(X) when i is even. This proves the assertion. 
Apply the above result to the vector (U - 6)~~ = (ajj - 6)~~ + Cifj aijq , 
for all j = I,..., n, it follows that Z(u - 6)L is generated by the set (uijq , 
(aji - S)xj for all 1 < i # j < t>. 
Let s be an element of D. Since (uii - 1) and (uii + 1) are relatively 
prime and so (ut - 1) is the least common multiple of (u:~ - 6). Hence 
fb, m - 29~9 is generated by the set 
{(s : sj,) aijxi and (s : si)(& - 1)x, for all ;,j = l,..., 1 and i f  j}. 
Combine the above result and the statement that sVo,,(o) = o,(o)L”v the 
proposition will follow. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.2. o(u) = o(u-l) for all u in Sp(L). 
Proof. Z(u-l - S)L”i = Z(u - 6)(---0-~8)L~i = Z(u - G)Lsi for all i = 
1 ,..., t. Hence oi(u) = oi(u-‘) for all i. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. s,o,,(u) = x,oy,(u) for uZZ u in Sp(L) and all p, v = 
1 ) 2,, , . , t . 
Proof. Choose a canonical basis B = {xi>. The matrix (xixj), call it M, 
can be written as a t x t matrix of blocks 
where 
0 si = si -1 [ 
Li 0 ] for i = I,..., t. 
mi 
We also write &a(u) as a t x t matrix of blocks: 
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o is in Sp(L) implies MNt = N-lM. Let N-l = [AiJ. Compare the (i,j) 
entry, we obtain s& = sjAij for all i, j = l,..., t. Therefore the ideal 
generated by {siqi for all i, j where xi is i’-pure and xj is j’-pure) is the same 
as the ideal generated by {s& for all i, j where xi is U-pure and xi is j’-pure}. 
Sow we compare the generators of sVoUy(cr) and s,o,,(o-I). By the above 
result we get s,o,,(a) = s,u,,(u-l). By Lemma 3.2, s,o,,(u) = s,oVU(a). 
Q.E.D. 
Let us temporarily put gi = oi( u and gii = oJu). Then by (3.1), ) 
gi = L"", i = I,..., t. (3.2) 
Since (sj : silLsi CLsj, 
(Sj : SJgi zgj , i,j = 1 )...) t. (3.3) 
These conditions may be restated as 
gij c (Si : Sj), (3.4) 
(St : 4&i c g,j for all i, j, k. (3.5) 
Condition (2.4) leads to 
for all i, j, k. (3.6) 
Proposition 3.3 leads to 
sjgij = sigj, for all i, j. (3.7) 
Let g be a mapping from the pairs of integers (i,j) with i,j = l,..., t, 
into the set of ideals of D. Write gii for the image of (i, j) under g. g is called 
a tableau if it satisfies (3.4), (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7). I f  g is a tableau then gi 
will denote the invariant lattice (gi, , gi, ,..., git). By what we have proved 
above, the order of any u in Sp(L) is a tableau. 
The set of tableaux is partially ordered by defining g < h if gij C hij 
for all i and j. 
Let G be a nonempty subset of Sp(L). Then the mapping 
(i,i) + odG) = j$ oij(u> 
is the order of G, denoted by o(G). Clearly o(G) is a tableau, 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose u, 5 are in Sp(L). Then o(o5) ,( O(U) + o(4). 
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Proof. Let A = (aij) = JzZ~(U) and B = (bij) = de(<) where B = {xi> 
being a canonical basis and for each i, si is an i’-pure vector. Let AB = 
C = (cij). By Proposition 3.1, s,o,,(ol;) is generated by (s, : s,~)(sy : sir) s<*cij 
and (sU : si,)(s, : s+,)(& - I) for all i # j = I,..., t. Since (sL1 : Sj~)bl,j is con- 
tained in (s@ : sk,). Thus 
= c tsu : Sj,) bkj(S” : sip) S@ik 
c 2 ($L : sk')(s, : %') %'@ik c sv(",,(u) + o&)). 
On the other hand, we can write 
Similar to the above discussion, one can show that (s,, : s~,)(s, : si,) sip+ is 
contained in s,(o,,(o) + o&)). Q.E.D. 
4. CONGRUENCE SUBGROUPS OF Sp(L) 
Let g be a tableau. The set of all elements in Sp(L) with orders <g is 
called the congruence group of Sp(L) corresponding to g, denoted by GSp(L, g) 
or GSp(g) or simply GSp when L andg are clearly determined by the context. 
It follows from (3.2) and (3.4) that GSp(g) is a subgroup of Sp(L). The 
following equality shows that it is actually a normal subgroup of Sp(L). 
pup-1 - 6 = p(u - qp-‘. (4.1) 
The special congruence group of Sp(L) corresponding to g is the set of those (+ 
in Sp(L) which have the property that Z((a - l)L*i) C gi for all i = l,..., t, 
denoted by SSp(g) or SSp. One can show that SSp(g) is a normal subgroup 
of Sp(L) and contained in GSp(g). 
For any U, r in Sp(L), we use [a, T] to denote the element UTU-~+. The 
mixed commutator subgroup [Sp(L), G+(g)] corresponding to g is the subgroup 
of Sp(L) generated by all [u, r] where u in Sp(L) and r in GSp(L), denoted 
by Q(L,g), or a(g). It is a normal subgroup of Sp(L). By Proposition 3.1 
and direct computation, one can show that Q(g) is contained in SSp(g). Let 
Bll ,-..,g1t 
g= ( 1 ; . . . . gt, ,.-*> gtt 
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be a tableau. Let {I:,..., 1hi} be the set of all distinct maximum ideals con- 
taining gii for all i = l,..., t. In fact these 1:‘s are the principal ideals 
generated by the primes which are factors of the generator of gii . Put G(i) 
to be the product of q copies of 2, , the additive group of two elements 
and X(g) to be the product of all G(i). 
For any (T E Sp(g) we write Z(u - l)L”i = (aA ,..., a&) and I(u + l)L”z = 
(0; >...> a>). Since D is P.I.D., there are p(u)+ and p(u)- in D such that 
uz and a; are the ideals generated by p(u)- and p(u)-, respectively. 
For any element u in GSp(g), ut n uz; Cg,, and uzi + a; = D, it implies 
that p(u)+ and p(u)- are relatively prime, and uz n a; is the ideal generated 
bY P(u)’ P(u)-. 
For any u in GSp(g) and ;,j, i = I,..., t, j = I,..., mi , define d(a)(i,j) 
to be zero if u& is contained in Iji and 1 otherwise. It is obvious that A is a 
well-defined function which maps GSp(g) into X(g). 
THEOREM 4.1. A is a homomorphism which maps GSp(g) into X(g). 
Proof. Let u and T be two elements in GSp(g). We know 
(TU - I) = .(u - 1) $ (7 - 1) (4.2) 
and 
(TU - 1) = T(U + 1) - (T + 1). (4.3) 
Since ai; is generated by (Z(u + l)Ls~)L”i, there are ai in D, 7i in Sp, and 
xi , xi’ in L”t such that 
p(u)- = sj- (c (UiTi(U + l)Xi)Xi’) . 
By using (4.3) we get 
SF1 (c (uiTiT-yTu - l)zc&$) = p(u)- - s;l (c (ui7iT-1(7 + l).q)xi’) . 
. 
(4.4) 
Similarly there are bi , ci in D, ci , Si in Sp and yi , yi’, ,zi , xi’ in LSA such that 
ST’ 
= s-1 (1 Cbi’iTtu + l)Yi)Yi’) - P(T)-, (4.5) 
p(+’ = s;’ (z (&~(a - l)z&’ + c (&(T - l)zi)z<‘) , (4.6) 
p(+ = 9 (c (CiS,T(U + l)z&$ + c (c&q7 + l)z~)~i~> . (4.7) 
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It is clear that (4.4)-(4.7) imply 
a . p(m)+ = p(u)- - a’p(7)-, (4.8) 
bp(n7)’ = b?(a)- -p(7)-, (4.9) 
P(4’ = CP(U)’ + C’PW, (4.10) 
p(4+ = 4(u)- + d?(7)-, (4.11) 
for some a, b, c, d, a’, b’, c’ and d’ in D. 
Now we shall show d is a homomorphism. It is evident that we need only 
show d(~o)(i,j) = rl(~)(i,j) + O(U)(;,J). 
Case 1. JT)(i, j) = q+, 8. 
In this case either both u$ and ~~~ are subsets of 1j or both uz and 7; are 
subsets of Iji. Therefore by (4.10) or (4.11), we have (~u),ti is a subset of Iji, 
so A(TU)(i, j) = 0. 
Case 2. d(~)(i,j) f  O(o)(i, j). 
Without loss of generality we may assume u; is a subset of I$ but ~2 is 
not. But 7; is not a subset of Iji implies 7; is a subset of Iii. Therefore 
(4.8) shows I+ does not belong to Ijji, SO d(~u)(i, j) = 1. Q.E.D. 
Now we are ready to establish the following results. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Kernel of A is exactly SSp(g). 
COROLLARY 4.3. GSp(g)/SSp(g) is a subgroup of direct sum of finitely 
many copies of 2, . 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let G be a subgroup of Sp(L). If there is a tableau g such 
that SSp(g) C G C GSp(g), then G is normal. 
. 
5. TRANSVECTIONS 
Let y  and x be vectors of L with yz = 0 and let a be in F. If  
is in L for all x in L, then the mapping T,,,,, is an element of Sp(L) and is 
called a quasi-transvection. A quasi-transvection TVS,., is called pure of type 
(k, I) or (k, Z)-transvection if it satisfies the following properties. (i) There 
is a canonical basis containing both y  and z; (ii) y  is k-pure and z is Z-pure; 
(iii) y  = z if k = 1. Wh enever we refer to the fact that TV,,., is (k, I)-pure, 
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it will be implicit in this statement that y  and z have these properties unless 
mentioned otherwise. 
The following identities are easy to verify. 
T - Tz,,,,; Tv,z,ab = Tu.ar,b = Tat,,,.,; Y,Z.cI  (5.1) 
Tv,z,Ju,z,b = Tmz+b; Cz.a = Twm 9 nEZ; (5.2) 
T ll.z,n x.w,b - T  Te,m.aTv,z,,, if X, y, x and u! are mutually orthogonal; (5.3) 
~Tz,,z~~ = T,,,m,a if 0 E Sp(L). (5.4) 
T ?l,l.cz will usually be written as 7,J,20 . Thus T~,~~(x) = x + a(yx)y. One 
can easily check the following. 
TwJ’v,w = Tz,a2(2r) eTv.2.u T (5.5) 
Tz,z,aT,,z,a = T,,,,zsx if .zy=O (5.6) 
T -1 -1 v,z,n = ~Y,a~z,U~Y+Z,a (5.7) 
7 tl.a = ~x,a.~x+Y,a.~2x+Y,an. if zcy=O. (5.8) 
We simply call an (i, j)-pure quasi-transvection (i-pure transvection) 
and an (i, j)-tvansvection (i-transvection, respectively). 
LEMMA 5.1. Let T = T,,,,, be an (i, j)-transvection. Then fey k = l,..., t, 
ok(t) = ((T - lL)Lsk), i.e., T is in SSp(o(T)). Also oii(T) = [a+], and ;f g 
is a tableau, then O(T) < g if and only if ofj( T) = [asi] C g,, . 
Proof. Similar to [3, 5.11. 
6. GENERATION OF SSp BY TRANSVECTIONS 
Fix a tableau g = (gi) = gij . 
Let {x, y} be a pair of i-pure vectors with [my] = [si] and let 01 be a unit 
in D. We use P&ar) to denote the mapping which carries x to 01x, y  to 
a-41 and z to z for z in (x, y)O. We write Pt instead of Piz,Vl(a). 
Let E(g) be the subgroup of GSp generated by pure transvections in 
GSP(& 
THEOREM 6.1. Let x and y  be two pure vectors of type i with x - y  in 
gi (=(gil ,..., git)). Then there exists T in E(g) such that T(Y) = x. Moreover 
the types of the pure transvections involved are all of the form (i, Z), 1 < 1 < t. 
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Proof. Choose a canonical basis (xj} where xi is i’-pure and x1 = x. 
Write y  = C aixj where a, - 1 is in gii and for each j > 1, aj is in gii, . 
Let 24 = (xix&l. 
Step 1. Suppose a, is a unit. For each j > 2, let ~~ = TXZ,j2,1a;la, 
and 7’ = ~~7s ‘.. 77L . Then T’(Y) = arxr + bx, where b is in gii . Now let 
7 = T%2,1‘“ylbT * ’ Then 7 is in E(g) and T(Y) = X. 
Step 2. Suppose a, is not a unit. Write OL = (a, , us ,..., a,) = 
(1 + b, , b, ,..., b,) is unimodular with bj in gij, . Write 1 = arci +,uacz + 
. . . + a,c, with ci in D and multiply this equation by ua . Thus a2 is in 
the ideal generated by aj , j # 2 and qua where 4 = azcz . Our hypotheses 
now say that we can find aj’ = aj f  djqa, , j # 2, such that (a,‘, as’,..., al,‘) 
is unimodular. For each j > 2, set Tj = T~,,z,,udja and T = T3T4 ... T, . 
Then T is in E(g), and T(y) = aixl + azxz + Cj>z aj’xi where u; - a, = 
a,qd, d is in D. Let or = ~z,,un(dl--d~T. Then y’ = or = azxz + &+a ai’xi . 
Write (fz1’a3’,..., a,‘) = (1 + ql’, q3’ ,..., qn’) and 1 = Cj+a ejuj’, ej in D. 
Multiple the last equation by a,’ - a2 = Cj,a ej‘ui’, ei’ in gii. Define 
T,’ = ~z~,-ue~c and, for each j > 2, Tj’ = T3cz,“j+l,+(ai”j+l)-le 1 if j is odd 
and Tj’ = Ts,,rj_,-(;ej_,rj)-,~., if j is even. Let T’ be the prbduct of T,‘, 
j # 2. Then y” = T’(y’) 2 al’xl + ql’xz + &,z q;xj where qj” is in gij’ . 
I f  IJ = T+U then o(y”) = x1 + & q;xj with ql = ql’. Note that 0 may 
not in E(g), we will show later that it is harmless. 
It follows from Step 1 that there exists T’ in E(g) such that “a(~“) = N. 
Let 7 = (a-%‘a)T’T. Then T(Y) = ~-lx = x and 7 is in E(g) follows from 
Step 1, and the construction of those mappings T, T’ and T’. 
COROLLARY 6.2. Let x and y  be pure vectors of type i with y  _ x in g, . 
Suppose there exists an i-pure vector w with xw = yw = usi for some unit u. 
Then the mapping described in Theorem 6.1 can be chosen to have the additional 
property that it leaves w $xed. 
Proof. Choose a canonical basis {xi) with x1 = x and x2 = w. Write 
y  = x ajxj . Then the assumption aw = yw implies that a, = 1. We are 
in Step 1 of the proof of Theorem 6.1. The result now follows from the 
proof of Step 1. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let {x, y} be two i-pure vectors with xy = asi , a E U. Let 
01 = 1 + /3 be a unit. Then 
Proof. Straightforward computation. 
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THEOREM 6.4. SSp(g) is generated by the pure transvections contained in it. 
Proof. Similar to [3, 6.51, the result follows from Theorem 6.1, Corollary 
6.2, and Lemma 6.3. 
It follows from Lemma 5.1, (5.7) and Theorem 6.4 that we get the following 
Corollary 6.5. 
COROLLARY 6.5. Sp(L) is generated by pure single transvections. 
COROLLARY 6.6. SSp(g) = Q(g). 
Proof. It follows from Section 4 that it suffices to show that SSp(g) C 
Q(g). By Theorem 6.4, it suffices to check that all the transvections with 
orders <g are in Q(g). But it follows easily from (5.4) and the assumption 
that 2 is a unit. 
7. THE DETERMINATION OF NORMAL SUBGROUPS 
From now on the assumption dimL, >, 6 for i = I,..., is in force. Let 
g = (gJ = gii be a fixed tableau where gi = (gil ,..., g,J is an invariant 
lattice for i = l,..., t. 
Let S be a nonempty subset of Sp(L). We define G(S) to be the smallest 
normal subgroup of Sp(L) containing S. If  S = {o} we write G(a) instead 
of G({oj). 
The following three lemmas (Lemmas 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3) correspond to 
[3, Lemmas 7.1, 7.2, 7.61, respectively. The proofs of those lemmas in [3] 
rely on Witt’s Theorem 2.1 and the assumptions that 2 is a unit, D contains 
more than three units and ni > 4 for all i = l,..., t. Hence the proofs in 
[3] can be applied here to show Lemmas 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3 without difficulty. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let x be an i-pure vector and u = 7z,a in Sp(L). Then G(U) 
contains all pure single transvections ~~~~ with o(ry,J < o(u). 
LEMMA 7.2. Let {x, y} be two i-pure vectors with [xy] = [Q]. Let (T = 
rx,aTy,b > where TX., and %,b are in Sp(L). Then G(o) contains all jpure trans- 
vections 7z,C with 
o(Tz,c) < o(Tz,a) f OcT.l/,b) for j = I,-., t. 
LEMMA 7.3. Let T = T,,,,, be an (i,j)-pure transvection in Sp(L) with 
o(tU,,,,) = g and i # j. Then G(T) contains all (k, I)-pure transvections T’ 
with o(Y) < g. 
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LEMMA 7.4. Let (x, y} be i-pure vectors with xy = si and let o = 
TmzTwo be in Sp(L). Then G(a) contains all (i, j)-pure transvections which 
have orders <o(u) for all j = l,..., t. In particular if {xi} is a canonical basis 
j&r (x, y)“, z = x ahxh and w = C b,x, , then all the transvections T,,zh,ahe 
and Ty,2h,bhb are in G(o). 
Proof. First we show that if w is a pure vector that T,,,,, is in G(a). 
Choose the mapping 7r in Sp(L) which carries x to x, y  to x + y  and v  to v  
for all v  in (x, y)O. Then q = o-%+T~;~ = TV,w,--bTz+y,w,8 is in G(o). 
Choose an i-pure vector u in (x, y, w)O u (w} and let 7s be the mapping 
in Sp(L) which carries x to x + u, y  toy and w to w. Thus era = 7s(~;~7;%i = 
T x+y+u,w,-b T x+Y,u’.b = TZL,W,-b is contained in G(o). The result follows from 
Lemma 7.3. 
Let (x0 be a canonical basis for {x, y)“. Let uh = T~,“2h--1~^2n--l+a2h”2n,a and 
7h = Tv,b zh--l%--l+bm%d’ . By (5.5), u = (TT~uJ(v~T~). For each h, we put 
Ph = (~a~-~ , xZh) and consider the mapping f,, in Sp(L) which is -1 on 
Ph and identity on Pho. Then 
is contained in G(a). I f  bzaml and b,, are relatively prime then b2,~lx,h~l + 
b2*xZh is pure, so we are done. Suppose b,,-, = c,,-,d and b2* = c,,d where 
d is the greatest common divisor of b,,_, and b,,. Then TY,bZh-1221-l+bZhZ2h,2b = 
T w,c2h-1+c2h+2db 7 where cph-l and cph are relatively prime and it is done. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7.5. Let {x, y} be an i-hyperbolic pair and let u be in Sp(L) with 
(l(u - 6)(x)) n (x, y)O = glLl I ... 1. g,L, . Suppose CT(X) . y  is a unit. 
Then G(u) contains all (i, j)-transvections T with oii(7) Cg, for all j and all 
i-transvection T with oii(7) C (a(x) . x). 
Proof. Suppose {xj}Ll is a basis for L, and a, ,..., a, are relatively prime 
elements in D. It follows that alxl + ... + a,x, is i-pure. Hence we may 
write u(x) = ax + by + clyl + **.+ctyt=ax+by+w, where yi is a 
j-pure vector in Li n (x, y)O and s,s,‘g, = (q) for all j = l,..., t. For a 
unit u, we define P, to be the mapping in Sp(L) which carries x to ux, y  to 
U-ly and z to z for all z in (x, y)“. 
Put u = a-l@. Choose Tl = TV,,,, and T, = ~~~~~ . Then p = P;‘T,T,o 
is identity on (x,y). Write u = T;lT;lP,p. Let v  be a unit which will be 
determined later. Put 
7 = T,(uP,u-~P,~)T,-’ = TY.bu(u-'-l) T Y,w.~k-~-l) ' 
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Let T3 = -Pcl) . Then T = +T3~T;l = T~,W~BU~l-V-I~ in G(U). Choose 
u properly with u2 - 1 be a unit. By Lemma 7.3, G(o) contains all (i,j)-pure 
transvections with (i, j)-orders C g, , for all j. G(a) contains TT~,~,~~~-~-~~ = 
T~,~~(~-Z-~) . Now the second assertion follows from Lemma 7.1. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7.6. The same as Lemma 7.5 except we assume that u(x) . y  is 
not a unit. 
Proof. Write u(x) = ax + by + cl& + ... + c,y, as in the proof of 
Lemma 7.5. For each j, we choose a j-pure vector xj in Lj n (x, y)O such 
thatyjzj = sj . Let u = (q-r = s;’ and let T = UT,,,U-~T~,-~ = 70(z),U~z,-U 
in G(u). Then T(q) = zj + qu(x). First assertion follows from Lemma 7.5 
and (5.7). 
Let 7 == TZi,m,11u~2,Uu~1~2,-UT=i,~,~~ in G(u). Then T(X) .yi = 6. By the 
first assertion, G(u) contains Tz,?lz,bu . Since T,u,v,,bu(y+zi) = (y + q) + 
b(x -+ yi) and [(y + 8,)(x +yi)] = [sJ. By Lemma 7.5, G(u) contains all 
i-transvections T with oii(r) C [b]. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 7.7. Let {x,y} be an i-hyperbolic pair and let u be an element 
of Sp(L). Suppose (ux)y = a. Then G( u contains all the i-transvections 7 ) 
with oii(~) C [a2 - 11. 
Proof. Write u(x) = ax + by + z, where z is in (x, y)O. Without loss 
of generality, we may assume that xy = si = u-l. Put p = T~,~uT~,-~(T-~ = 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ in G(u). p(y) = (1 - ab)y + (ab + 1 - a2)x - az. By Lemma 
7.6, G(u) contains all i-pure transvections T with oii(~) C [ab + 1 - a21 + [b]. 
Hence G(u) contains all i-pure transvections T with oil(~) C [a2 - 11. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 7.8. Suppose g is a tableau and G is a subgroup of Sp(L) with 
o(G) = g. Then G is a normal subgroup of Sp(L) if and only if 
GWg) 3 G 2 W4g). 
Proof. Necessity follows from Theorem 6.4 and Lemmas 7.5, 7.6, and 
7.7. While the sufficiency follows from Corollaries 6.6 and 4.4. Q.E.D. 
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